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In order that the system- apprc*a_ah. equiii~um, 
tb.e..asiing -prices must "be al tered. We assume Maat the 
supplier at point i» who has- one of the langest excess 
demand or excess supply is the first to modify his 
asking price If the supplier at point I' has an 

'" t 
excess demand (E f 0), he raises his asking price by an 
amount ^ sufficient to cause buyers from at least one point 
of demand to ask for sugar from a supplier at some point 
other than. I*. In order t.o determine A , one looks at 
all points of demand from which buyers ask for sugar 
from the point I'; this is the setj(l'). For each of 
these points of demand, we determine the minimum rise in 
price which will cause buyers from that point to go 
elsewhere because the asking price plus transport cost 
is lower. Then ire set eauaJ. to the least of these minimum 
rises in price. When the asking price at point I1 Is 
raised by A; , buyers from the point of demand J begin 
to ask for sugar from point I'1 instead of I', thus reducing 
the excess demand at I». Hovtr if the supplier at point I' 
has an excess supply, he lowers his asking price by an 
amount ^ . In this case one determines Z\ by first 
looking at all points of demand from which buyers are 
asking for sugar from points other than I 1; this Is the 
set I') for the case where Ê .t £ 0. Then for each of 
these points of demand, we determine the reduction in 
asking price necessary to cause buyers to switch to the 
point of supply I'. The asking price is lowered by 
which is the minimum of these reductions in asking price. 
Then buyers from the point of demand J switch from the 
point of supply I f f to the point of supply I', thus re-
ducing the excess supply at I !. At all times during 
the process, buyers at each point of demand ask for sugar 
from the point of supply for which the asking price ^ plus 
transport cost c is the lowest. That is, the conditi-ons 
set by (13) are always sati:-fied. When = 0 for all 
points ,of supply, an equilibrium has been reached since 
there are no excess demands and no excess supplies. 
At this point total transport cost (l) is minimiaed and 
the. conditions (2) and (c.) are satisfied. The four rules 
(c.l) through (c.4) insure that no point of supply switches 
from an excess demand t_Q an excess supply or fi-crm «r» -excess 
supply to an excess demand at any one stage in the process. 
This helps prevent cycling although cycling is not eliminated 
and may occur whenever 

0, i. e. , whenever a supplier may 
get rid of a surplus or mako ur a deficit through no re-
duction in the asking price. In periorming the algorithm 










